
                         The World at a Cross Road, for The End-II. 

                                                                                                                       McKana, May 25, 2021 

Haggai 2:6 (KJV) 

For thus saith the Lord of hosts; Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the heavens, and the 

earth, and the sea, and the dry land; 

Hebrews 12:26 

Whose voice then shook the earth: but now he hath promised, saying, Yet once more I shake not the 

earth only, but also heaven. 

1 Corinthians 13:9 (KJV) 

For we know in part, and we prophesy in part. 
                                                      -------///////------ 

       Siting a vision the Lord gave me in April 28, 2015, a warning was given for the entire world, titled 

“The World at a Cross Road!!!, on December 19, 2019 2:53 PM, MCKANA 

(https://444prophecynews.com/the-world-at-a-cross-road-mckana/). In this Vision/Dream of 

04/28/2015, I saw a street intersection with sign in Four letters P-Q, R-S. P-Q leading from West to 

East and R-S from North to South. 

           It took me many years to understand the meanings of the vision, later found out  that the letters 

represent numbers-16, 17, 18 and 19, for 2016(P), 2017(Q), 2018(R), 2019(S). In that testemony posted 

in this site on December of 2019, “T” the next letter which representing 20 ie 2020 was left under 

question asking what is 2020 going to bring. True to the prophecy, indeed the whole world was at a 

cross road. The global, Corona pandemic struck and we are still in it. The global Corona pandemic 

which the Lord revealed to me in APRIL 8, 2019, is “cloned,” genetically manipulated. “Cloned-

Genetically Engineered!,” APRIL 17, 2020 12:23 PM, MCKANA 

(https://444prophecynews.com/cloned-genetically-engineered-mckana/). 

          Corona didn't remain only as a Global pandemic. As we all see, the ramification and the gravity 

of this genetically manipulated evil work of the enemy is more than a pandemic. I is the the ground 

work, a priming tag for the real “Mark of the beast (MOB).” The point is, true messages and 

warnings from the Lord which go out for all, no matter small and insignificant they might look, will 

come to pass. We might not understand the whole meaning, we might think it has less of a value but it 

it is part of the whole picture. 

          Based on this, we have sent out a repeated calls and warning, under “The Final Call For The 

Nations!,” February 12, 2020, “A Message For the Nations,” January 7, 2021 3, “To All Humanity 

and All Nations March 10, 2020, “A Nation Under Judgement,” April 6, 2020. As far as these 

messages are concerned, there is no bigger man or lesser a man, there is the Big Mighty God who has 

called his little children to deliver his message. The call is PAY ATTNTION!!! to all the messages 

delivered. See the messages, not the messenger. Judge not, for the Lord, only the Lord is the judge. 

         Until every one says, we have had it, before the calamities turn the earth upside down and inside 

out, here are some of the warnings, telling all, that The World is at a Cross Road, For The End. 

Little reminders on what we have been warning, alarming and of what is coming next, soon. 

          Now, as the Lord says “For you, I have shown everything,” see to yourselves if what the Lord 

told me is true. What is given here is the major calamities, a small outlines from the years of visons, 

revelations and dreams. 

Global 

The Global shaking of the Earth and Global rearrangement. 

https://444prophecynews.com/the-world-at-a-cross-road-mckana/
https://444prophecynews.com/cloned-genetically-engineered-mckana/


I saw the right hand of our Heavenly Father, violently shaking the Earth like a tennis ball. Like 

a small ball in the palm of a man. This will bring global devastation, spliting continents and 

global rearrangement. Who can stand this? 

I. Unite States of America 

-Atlantic Tsunami over all the East cost, South to North, boundary Appalachian mountains and          

   overflows. 

-New Madrid fault line, waters of the Great lakes meats the waters of the Gulf of Mexico along      

   Mississippi. The land of America splits East and West, in the middle of the fault line. 

-California megaquake along the San Andreas Faultline (Over eight dreams and visions) 

Volcanoes. 

-Yellowstone major eruption, big eruption. 

-Hawaii, major eruption( has came to pass, big eruption might come) 

II. Economic collapse 

       -US goes, so does the world 

  -Alternative Currency. 

  -The rise of the lawless one. 

  -Civil war 
 

III. Europe 

              -Major earthquake, the Alps will collapse. 

 

IV. Australia 

              -Mega Earthquake alone “The Darling Faultline” 

 

V. Japan 

              -Major Earthquake in the east cost. 

 

VI. Africa 

• Along The Rift valley, the Horn of Africa gives off 

• The Red sea pours in to the rift and covers the land in the region. 

• The horn of Africa under water. 

• Volcanic eruption- Entoto mountain 

• Big Earthquake around DR Congo and Rwanda (looks in the region of the volcano in 

Congo) 
 

VII. India 

            -Many major lakes will be formed all over the land, from heavy continuous rainfall. 

 

 

 



IX. War 

         A. United States of America 

-New York Nuclear explosion, New York Tsunami(engulf high raise building) 

-Surprise Attack, EMP and hands up. 

-Nuclear attack in major cities 

-Invasion, Russia from the East 

-       ,,      China from the West 

-North Korea nuclear attack ”Shell” 
 

          B . War between Israel and Iran, US involved. 

 

           C. Russia 

                          Attack and Invasion of Asia Miner and beyond. 

 

XI. Flood, Flood and Flood 

Through the years, the Lord has been taking me to the high mountains, the valleys, the 

plainlands, to many, many places which I have no idea where, showing me floods, floods and 

many floods. This is exactly what is taking place throughout the world right now, right at this 

very moment. 

XII. Wormwood/Nibiru/Planet X 

The Lord has reveled to me many times, as well to many “The Planet of Doom,” “The 

Destroyer,” when it is far, near, in close proximity to planet Earth and the calamities it brings. 

Each of the outlined above, by no means in chronological order, have their details and summaries. The 

visions, dreams and revelations about the “Trinity,” the vision of the Anger of the Lord, “The Mansions 

of Heaven,” “The Tribulation,” “The fallen Angels” “The Rapture” and many more can be scrolled in 

this website under the name McKana. 

At this very moment, the earth is in trivial, crumbling, falling apart, spitting fire everywhere, for all to 

see. These warnings for the last time, are out for all to listen to the calls of Almighty God. Be Ready 

for what is coming is a cascade of calamities, one after the other, with no relenting, with the intensities 

ramping up in all fronts. You are warned! 

 

                    Almighty God is Loving, forgiving, merciful and His mercy endures forever. 

 

                                          REPENT!  REPENT!   REPENT! 

 

 


